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Simple Thing
The Silent Comedy

Song: Simple Thing
Band: The Silent Comedy

Capo on the 3rd Fret
I don t have the tabs for the little intro rif yet. Listen to the song to get
the strumming right.

Intro:
G

Verse 1
G
It s a simple thing
G
If you re wondering
F                 C               G
Well no, I do not think of you at all
G
Cause I m in between
G
The deep blue sea
F                       C             G
And the devil I ve left hiding in my heart
F                         C            G 
Well, that devil s always hiding in my heart

Pre-Chorus
D
But when he finds you
D
Let me remind you

Chorus
G
It s alright, it s okay
        C
You can find the words to say
        G
He lets your voice start to break
             D          C
Because it s beautiful
       G
It s okay, it s alright
        C
It s so bright it hurts your eyes
           G
Bring your scars into the light



                D         C
Because they re beautiful
    G
Yeah

Second Verse
The second verse and chorus is the same as the 1st

It s a simple thing
When you re young and clean
To think you just can not help to win them all
It s a fever dream
It keeps boiling
Every time you let that devil in your heart
That devil s always hiding in your heart

Pre-chorus
He s going to find you
So let me remind you

Chorus
It s alright, it s okay
You can find the words to say
He lets your voice start to break
Because it s beautiful
And it s okay, it s alright
It s so bright it hurts your eyes
Bring your scars into the light
Because they re beautiful

Bridge
Em      G
Ooooooh
G              D
La da da da da
D              A
La da da da da
Em      G
Ooooooh
G              D
La da da da da
D              A
La da da da da

Final Chorus is the same as the others

It s alright, it s okay
You can find the words to say
He lets your voice start to break
Because it s beautiful
And it s okay, it s alright
It s so bright it hurts your eyes
Bring your scars into the light



Because they re beautiful
Yeah
Because they re beautiful
Ohhh
Because they re beautiful
You know they re beautiful


